Positioning of Building: By putting the building in the middle of the site, two separate grassy lots are
created.

Sustainability: Grassy outdoor areas were left in the front and back of the building. In a city, green areas
of permeable surface are increasingly rare. They are important because the Earth absorbs rainwater,
reducing runoff and storm water that can pollute the city and complicate sewage treatment.

The front lot is much more public to accommodate everyday public use by the community.

Cityscape: The cityscape on the front of the building is essentially a giant chalkboard. The general design
is a representation Philadelphia, the City of Brotherly Love. It is a chalkboard so that the community can
personally contribute to the Arts Center, no matter their artistic ability. It is also a modern version of
murals, which can be seen on some of the neighboring buildings.
Sustainability: Bike Rack: While most people use public transportation or walk in cities, the addition of a
bike rack further encourages green transportation.

The back lot is more private, contained by a fence. It can be used for private events such as invitation
only, events with an admission fee, or personal events such as weddings.

Large stairs on the side: The large stairs on the side serve a dual purpose of stairs up to the rooftop
garden as well as seating for events.

Building Design: The building is set up in three parts. Most of the activities occur on the first floor, but
the front portion is two stories to match the neighboring buildings and accommodate the theater.

The front part is multistoried and houses the lobby, performing arts, second floor gallery walk, and
employee lounge.

The reception desk and administration office are conveniently located at the entrance to help and
welcome visitors who are new to the building.

Café: Having a café promotes the use of the Arts Center as a community meeting place. Whether it is
used by college students from across the street studying or shoppers stopping by for lunch, the café will
bring increased traffic and will therefore introduce more people to the arts. It can also promote
homegrown foods by using vegetables grown in the rooftop garden.
Sustainability: Café tables: Both the long window counter and the circular tables are made with recycled
steel and eco-friendly laminate, as part of Hightower’s eco-friendly line.

Lobby: The lobby can be used for everyday use by café customers. It can also be used for special events
such as openings of new exhibits in the gallery walk or intermission for a performance in the theater.
Sustainability: The large glass curtain walls: The two large walls made of glass are not only aesthetically
pleasing, but also energy efficient. Electrical lights are unnecessary during the day when so much natural
sunlight can enter the lobby/café and second floor gallery walk.

Theater: The theater can be used for small performances by summer camps involved in acting, music, or
dance. It can also be rented out for private events or competitions. It is multistory, as most theaters are,
to allow for more advanced lighting equipment as well as a grander stage for large props and extended
space.

The Main Hallway: This hallway connects all parts of the building. It connects the front and back, both
sides, and the top to the bottom.

Music and Movement rooms: These two rooms house the performing arts. They are in the front,
multistory section because they are most closely connected to the theater and they often house many
people so the extra space and air is very beneficial.

Second floor gallery walk: The second floor gallery walk is attractive from the first floor and serves as a
gallery for rotating galleries. Whether it is a collection by a local artist, an exhibit of student artwork, or
a traveling exhibit of famous artwork, the gallery can serve as an exhibit for changing art exhibits. The
lobby/café area can also be used for opening nights for each new exhibit.

Employee Lounge: The employee lounge serves as a rest area for employees and instructors who have
free time. It is on the second floor, away from everything else, but still easily accessed through the
theater or backstage area

The back section is one story and houses the traditional art rooms, unconventional labs, mechanical
room, and restrooms.

Art rooms: There are multiple art rooms because they are very versatile for any number of artistic
activities. These can include: Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, Sculpture, Pottery, Ceramics, and other
appropriate activities.

Computer Lab: Although computers are not usually considered an artist’s tool, computer design is an
ever-rising art. From graphic design to architecture, computers are becoming increasingly involved in
the art world.

Specialty Workshops: The specialty rooms include the photo lab, the metal shop, and woodshop.
Although not considered traditional art, they are interesting applications of art.

Restrooms: There are large restrooms which are centrally located and ideal for large events. There are
small restrooms toward to back which are more convenient for daytime classes or summer camps taking
place in the single story rooms.

Sustainability: Toilets: All of the toilets are dual-flush, which means that by moving the handle one way
or another, more or less water will be used for the flush based on necessity. The Caroma toilets use
Smartflush ©technology. This means they use 1.2 gallons of water for a full flush and only 0.8 gallons for
a half flush. Both of these are very efficient options, as older toilets use 3.5, 5, or 7 gallons per flush and
even the newer standard is 1.6 gallons per flush. Each Caroma toilet can save up to 35,000 gallons per
year.
Sustainability: Urinals: The urinals are waterless urinals, also by Caroma.
Sustainability: Rather than waste paper towels, there are Dyson hand dryers.
Sustainability: Other Appliances: The refrigerator in the employee lounge, boilers in the mechanical
room, and all toilets are ENERGY STAR certified. This means they are extremely efficient and use as little
energy as possible to function.

The third part is the rooftop garden. It can be accessed by the outdoor stairs or through the indoor stairs
or elevator.

Sustainability: The rooftop garden: This garden serves an aesthetic purpose as well as a functional
purpose. Many edible plants, such as vegetables and berries can be grown in the garden for use in the
café on the lower level and if there is extra, it can be sold to local restaurants. The apple trees in the
back lot serve a similar purpose.

Other rooftop:
Sustainability: Solar Panels: The solar panels are strategically positioned to receive the most sunlight
possible. Facing as close to south as the building location will allow, and tilted at an angle of 42°, this has
been shown to maximize the amount of sunlight absorbed and therefore energy produced.

Wall Materials: The exterior walls are made of concrete and there a brick details around the stairs. The
concrete matches the Community College of Philadelphia across the street and the sill at 5’ 0” is there to
visually explain and soften the high elevation, as the first level is five feet off the ground. The brick
accents serve as a nod to the shops across the street.

